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EDITORIAL

JohnMorgan
DEDICATION AND PASSION

B
John Morgan
League Convenor

Facts: Ernesto Rubini
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eing a member of the Leaside
area for over fifty years, John
Morgan’s presence has had
such an important impact on
the various charities, special
groups and organizations, it
would be remiss not to mention the seminal contributions he has also made in the
field of both house and competitive soccer.
As a coach, referee, player, and organizer
for all things related to the Leaside Soccer
club, his commitment to both community
and the game itself transcends the spirit
that has helped shaped generations who
share a passion and love of the game itself.
While greater size does bring the possibility of greater options being offered, it
has also meant constantly reviewing what
objectives the group are and who they
are serving. So it has not been without its
own hardships and trials that the league is
what it is today, and it is in the principle
that he is always striving for innovation
and dedication to improve Canada’s national sport. Beyond public conjecture and
emerging trends; beyond social and even
political complications, it these that these
games are important because they satisfy
the innate social desire of all humans to
belong.
With professional and valuable contributions by co-convenor Ernesto Rubini
or his two children Mark and Angie these
foundations ensure the League remains
always open and vigilant, including and
supporting only the best standards for
players, coaches, referees, volunteers and
spectators alike. They are pursued by different people at different levels of intensity, without whom the highest standards
of the league would not be where it stands
today.
In addition, the essential role of the referee - that person in charge of the game
and makes sure the rules of play are
applied, is entrusted to ensure that the
desires of highly competitive participants
are engaged and rules are kept to the minimum. The nature of sport means that
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a referee is perhaps more crucial to have
on the pitch than a game without. It is in
this complexity that refereeing is more
complicated than we give a referee credit for, and it is this reason John Morgan
constantly remains engaged with all the
League referees.
Moreover, the spirit and health of Leaside could not be possible be without the
core support of those coaches and volunteers who continue to uphold the principles of Leaside Soccer. It is because of
this communal belief and support that the
spirit of the organization remains strong.
As clubs become bigger problems of control and the risks attendant to that control
make a greater demand on time than the
coaches and volunteers can handle.
Finally, it is ultimately about the game
itself. And to that end it is the spectators,
the enthusiasts, you our supportive reader
that

Facts: Leaside Soccer

The Leaside Soccer Club was
Am aut maio. Era sa comniatur,
sit ariatus ute di blaborr ovitin
comni nobis ent molut modi
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CAREERS

Soccer and
Community:

PARENTS ON
THE SIDELINES

We are all living interconnected lives
in an often hurried and hyperactive
landscape. Being active in a child’s
life doesn’t have to mean that parents
are tiring themselves out, but too
often even the best intentions bring
out the worst in those participants –
especially the parents.
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F

inding ourselves emotionally
involved during sports games
can trigger anger issues similar
to road rage and in some cases
can escalate situations into
embarrassing and sometimes
violent confrontations. This affects all
aspects of the game including the referees,
other spectators, players and especially
the youth – even when the offending
parent is the focus.
We are all living interconnected lives in
often hurried and hyperactive activities.
In a study titled “The ‘Hurried’ Child: Myth
vs. Reality” the University of Maryland
concluded that scheduling a child’s entire
day can be very stressful for the parent.
Being active in a child’s life doesn’t have to
mean that parents have to tire themselves
out, but too often even the best intentions
bring out the worst in those participants –
especially the parents.
Finding
ourselves
emotionally
involved during sports games can trigger
anger issues similar to road rage and in
some cases, can quickly escalate into
embarrassing and sometimes violent
confrontations. This affects all aspects
of the game including the referees, other
spectators, players and especially the

youth – even when the offending parent is
the focus.
In a 2004 study of three hundred and
forty parents of 8- to 15-year-old soccer
players 53 percent admitted excessive
feelings of anger and aggressive behavior
directed towards the opponents, the
referee, the coaches and in some cases
their own children’s performance.
Researchers concluded that the effect
of ego defensiveness and taking things
personally was strongly linked to feelings
of anger and aggressive actions. Those
who were more “control-oriented” were
more ego defensive. They viewed actions
in the soccer game as attacks against them
or their children.
“They have a harder time controlling
their reactions. They more quickly
become one of ‘those’ parents than the
parents who are able to separate their ego
from their kids and events on the field.” In
some situations, the reputation of sports
parents has reached such extremes, like in
Minnesota where state laws were recently
passed preventing parental complaints for
a school board to fire a coach.
Trying to understand the spirit that
athleticism brings out in its participants
rather than expressing enthusiasm
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Remember that it
won’t be long before
our children are not
kids anymore. Take the
time now to create great
memories instead of
focusing on things that
all deep down have more
to do with your own
desires than your child’s.
or anger is critical during these
moments; understanding the interest
of our children and the important
lessons learned being part of a team
helps builds confidence in children
and lasting memories for everyone
involved.
But it is hard to take a step back at
these moments and not allow our own
ego, our own feelings to explode and
start blaming or coaching from the
sidelines and criticize. Encouraging
children also means letting children
lead. Youth who excel in sports are
those who are passionate about it.
And their drive comes from within-not from their parents.
If you learn these fundamental,
children will excel in not just sports,
but life as well. They’ll have more fun,

IF YOUR GOAL — AS
THE PARENT IS TO
HELP — THEN ISN’T IT
A NO-BRAINER THAT
THIS CONSTRUCTIVE
CRITICISM CHAT IS
SET-UP AS A TWOWAY CONVERSATION
INSTEAD OF A PARENT
PUSHING AN AGENDA

and are more likely to stay involved in sports for a long time. 75 percent of kids who
drop out of sports by the time they are 13 has a huge and impact on the development on
any further youth athletes. Groups like Positive Coaching Alliance specialize in soccer
player development and the proven power of support, positivity and optimism.
It is hard to imagine seeing ourselves as “that parent” but all too often the best
intentions of parents live through their children evaluating their child’s success or
failure based on their performance and not the enjoyment of the game or the child’s
happiness. They are overly critical and this directly affects confidence.
They say a child shouldn’t participate in more than two after-school activities at
once, and that parents should be careful not to tire themselves out. If the kid seems
annoyed, it’s entirely possible that he likes soccer, but doesn’t like hearing you bitch
about how you’re constantly having to drive him to soccer. “Good sports parents realize
this sport is a tool to teach your child about life.”
Among kids between the ages of 9 and 12 from 43 families, those who had participated
in roughly two hours a day of organized activities were more active and socially mature,
and had more self-esteem, than the kids left alone to explore the world on their own.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.

Remember the coach is a human being who is trying -- in his or her mind -- to do the
right thing, not an evil ogre who exists only to hate your child. This is first and truest rule;
none of the other tips below will be effective if you don’t follow No. 1.
If your child isn’t upset about it, you don’t need to be upset it. If you follow rules Nos. 1
and 2, the rest of tips may never come into play.
The exception to this rule is if something so vile and hideous, like hazing, that your child
is trying not to be upset about for fear of reprisals. Lack of playing time does not count as
something so vile and hideous.
If you feel you have to complain, don’t do it when tempers are hot. Like right after the
game. Or online, including and especially email, within 24 hours of the game ending.
Follow whatever protocol your league or school sets up for complaints. For schools,
normally it’s coach first, then athletic director, then principal. Don’t go to the
superintendent or school board president first.
When you meet with the coach (or email your complaint), start by apologizing for
taking up his or her time. Then address whatever problem you have with a tone that is
conciliatory, not accusatory. Let the coach be, or not be, a jackass to your face without
provocation. Take the same approach if you’re bringing your complaint to a higher
authority. I mean the athletic director, not Jesus. But if you do take it to Jesus, definitely,
and profusely, apologize to him for taking up his time.
Be prepared that things will not be handled to your satisfaction. As a parent, you have to
decide how far you’ll go if that doesn’t happen.
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WE NEED TO INVEST
A LITTLE IN THE
PARENTS, AS THEY
ARE INVESTING
IN OUR CLUBS AS
WELL AS IN THE
DEVELOPMENT OF
THEIR CHILDREN.
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F E AT U R E D I

Overuse injuries becoming more common in
young athletes
PROVIDED BY PENN STATE MILTON S. HERSHEY MEDICAL CENTER

F

rom Little League players injuring
their elbow ligaments to soccer
and basketball players tearing
their ACLs, sports injuries related
to overuse are becoming more
common in younger athletes.
Dr. Matthew Silvis, medical director for primary care sports medicine at Penn State Hershey, says specialization is a big reason why.
“It has been a kind of societal thing that
kids are specializing in one sport at the exclusion of others at a younger age,” he says. “The
specialization is often driven by parents who
believe that their child has to start early and
stay serious in order to get a scholarship or be
the best.”
“The reality of it is that a lot of college and
professional athletes did not specialize when
they were younger,” Silvis says. “They were just
really good at sports in general.”
He should know. Silvis personally works
with athletes in the Hershey Bears Hockey
Club, at Lebanon Valley College and Hershey
High School. Penn State Hershey sports medicine physicians also look after athletes with the
Harrisburg Senators, Penn State Harrisburg,
and Annville-Cleona, Lebanon, Mechanicsburg and Middletown high schools.
“One of the best pieces of advice I can give
to parents and young athletes is to do multiple
activities,” he says. “It’s much better to stay diversified.”
Education on how to prevent and recognize
overuse injuries is key.
“So much of it is blamed on growing pains,”
Silvis says. “But it’s not all just that.”
Unlike a trauma injury, which results in immediate pain that affects an athlete’s ability to
participate right away, overuse injuries don’t
typically get diagnosed or treated as soon as
they should.
“The pain starts gradually, maybe as an
ache, maybe lasting longer and longer after the
activity is finished. Eventually, it starts to interfere with participation,” he says.
Lack of a direct injury, stiffness or aching
during training and competition, point tenderness, visible swelling and missed training
sessions due to pain are signs that can point to
overuse injuries.
Surgical options to repair such injuries with
younger athletes are limited because of their

open growth plates, Silvis says. Surgical fixes
can also lead to the potential for future arthritis.
He says USA Youth Baseball is a great example of an organization that is offering well-thought-out recommendations and guidelines
to decrease the likelihood of overuse injuries.
Applications for mobile devices such as
“Throw Like a Pro” ($9.99 on iTunes) can calculate how many pitches and rest days an athlete
should have based on his or her age. It also offers tips for pre-season preparation and pre-game warm-ups.
“It’s not so much access to information, but
listening to it,” Silvis says. “If a kid ends up getting burned out or injured, they are no longer
having fun. We all need to remember that the
number one reason kids play sports is to have
fun.”
There are basically two types of injuries:
acute injuries and overuse injuries. Acute injuries are usually the result of a single, traumatic event. Common examples include wrist
fractures, ankle sprains, shoulder dislocations,
and hamstring muscle strain. While overuse
injuries are more common in sports than acute injuries, they are subtle and usually occur
over time, making them challenging to diagnose and treat. They are the result of repetitive
micro-trauma to the tendons, bones, and joints. Common examples include tennis elbow,
swimmer’s shoulder, youth pitching elbow,
runner’s knee, jumper’s knee, Achilles tendinitis, and shin splints.
WHY DO OVERUSE INJURIES OCCUR?
The human body has a tremendous capacity
to adapt to physical stress. We tend to think of
“stress” in the context of its negative effect on
our emotional wellbeing, but physical stress,
which is simply exercise and activity, is beneficial for our bones, muscles, tendons, and
ligaments, making them stronger and more
functional. This happens because of an internal process called remodeling. The remodeling
process involves both the breakdown and buildup of tissue. There is a fine balance between
the two, and if breakdown occurs more rapidly
than buildup, an overuse injury occurs.
WHAT IS THE TREATMENT FOR OVERUSE
INJURIES?

Some tips for treating an overuse injury include:
Cutting back the intensity, duration, and
frequency of an activity
Adopting a hard/easy workout schedule and
crosstraining with other activities to maintain
fitness levels
Learning about proper training and technique from a coach or athletic trainer
Performing proper warm-up activities before and after
Using ice after an activity for minor aches
and pain
Using anti-inflammatory medications as necessary
If symptoms persist, a sports medicine
specialist will be able to create a more detailed treatment plan for your specific condition.
This may include a thorough review of your
training program and an evaluation for any
predisposing factors. Physical therapy and
athletic training services may also be helpful.
CAN OVERUSE INJURIES BE PREVENTED?
Most overuse injuries can be prevented with
proper training and common sense. Learn to
listen to your body. Remember that “no pain,
no gain” does not apply here. The 10 percent
rule is very helpful in determining how to take
things to the “next level.” In general, you should not increase your training program or activity more than 10 percent per week. This allows
your body adequate time for recovery and response. This rule also applies to increasing pace
or mileage for walkers and runners, as well
as to the amount of weight added in strength
training programs.
Always remember to warm up and cool
down properly before and after activity. Incorporating strength training, increasing flexibility, and improving core stability will also help
minimize overuse injuries.
Seek the advice of a sports medicine specialist or athletic trainer when beginning an
exercise program or sport to prevent chronic or
recurrent problems. Your program can also be
modified to maintain overall fitness levels in a
safe manner while you recover from your injury. You should return to play only when clearance is granted by a health care professional.

* Story Source:
Materials provided by Penn State Milton S. Hershey Medical Center. Note: Content may be edited for style and length.
Penn State Milton S. Hershey Medical Center. “Overuse injuries becoming more common in young athletes.” ScienceDaily. ScienceDaily, 29 October 2014. <www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2014/10/141029094939.htm>.
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AN ANALYSIS OF THE FUTURE OF SOCCER IN CANADA

The Future of the Field

THINKING
FOR
THE

NEXT

30
YEARS

I

n looking at events we should be guided by the past. This is especially true when
trying to peer into the future.
If I compare soccer in 2017 to soccer in 1987, several things strike me: (1) the
attitudes of parents to the age at which children should participate in youth sport
has changed; (2) the attitudes of young girls and their parents to girls participating
in youth sport has changed; (3) the invention of mini soccer took North America by
storm to such an extent that youth soccer has surged ahead, far outstripping baseball (the
traditional summer time sport). Virtually all of the growth in youth soccer can be attributed to these 3 changes, none of which could have been predicted in 1987. The result is that
youth soccer has increased 10-fold in that time period. Before 1987, soccer was mainly seen
as an immigrant sport, much the way the cricket is seen today.
The major obstacle that soccer faces is that it has not become a major professional sport
and thus opportunities for youth to dream of that is seriously limited. People running soccer organizations have never accepted that soccer is a participation sport. There is no problem on the availability of places to play. There is a plethora of soccer clubs attempting
to satisfy the demands of the market. The cost is still modest, in line with baseball and
cheaper than hockey. As far as sport injuries, soccer is a safe sport, on par with baseball and
much safer than hockey or football. These latter sports are going to feel a lot of pressure
in the coming years to update their game to deal with the problems of concussions. If we
compare these efforts to smoking, this battle could last 10 to 15 years.
I would expect a gradual changing of parenting attitudes going forward. I would expect
more parents opting not to organize their children’s lives and as a result we could see a
reduction, especially in the older teen ages, in participants. There has been some changing
in attitudes on the part of girls and a concurrent reduction in numbers. The constant introduction of immigrants and their lack of experience in organized sports as well as their
changing attitudes could change tastes. I could foresee a friendlier form of cricket with a
soft ball and large bat being attractive to youth, say 9 years and older. I would not foresee a
technological development like the development of mini soccer.
In summary, I would foresee a continual small reduction in the numbers of house league soccer which would be counter balanced by growth in demographics and therefore the
total number remaining equal.
The growth of elite soccer is harder to predict. Elite soccer appeals to about 10% of the
total players and of that 10% no more than 2% are particularly keen. There are still limited
opportunities for earning a living. I could see elite soccer being like the Canadian Football
League: rarely becoming a much larger professional and semi professional sport than today.
There is some room for growth of soccer in the adult men and adult women area. There
are few opportunities for people to play. However the extreme athleticism that soccer demands will always hamper its development for adults- it will not become like recreational
company baseball teams.
In summary, I do not see much reason that soccer will not remain as it is currently: predominately a participation sport for youth 4 years to 12 years.
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SPORT AND PSYCHOLO GY

Negative stereotypes affect female soccer performance:
Challenging status quo.

S

ubjecting female soccer players to a negative stereotype about their abilities reduced their dribbling speed significantly, according to a new study published in Psychology of Sport and Exercise. The results demonstrate the impact negative stereotypes
can have on athletic performance.

There continues to be a stereotype that women are inferior as soccer players. This view continues regardless of women’s
success on the field. For example, the German woman’s team has won the World Cup twice, and the team is currently ranked
2nd in the FIFA world rankings (the men’s team is ranked 4th). Furthermore, there is less coverage of female soccer games and their salaries are far below their male counterparts.
Scientists from the Goethe University in Frankfurt, Germany, researched one stereotype in particular, namely: “females cannot play
soccer.” This idea is still prevalent in Germany despite the success of the nation’s women’s national team. Germany is the only country
whose men’s and women’s national teams have both won at World Cups.
Thirty-six teenage female soccer players who play at a competitive level from three soccer clubs in Frankfurt participated in the study.
The participants were asked to read a fictitious article either about female inferiority in soccer or about the worldwide growing popularity of soccer. Then, they had to answer on a seven-point scale whether they agree with the statement “I think boys and girls play soccer
equally well.”
The researchers then compared the time the women needed to complete the dribble exercise before and after reading the article was to
see if negative stereotypes did in fact affect the girls’ performances. The results showed that women who had read an article with negative
stereotypes needed significantly more time to complete the exercise than those in the control condition.
Two motivational factors were also investigated: flow and worry. Flow is a term used in sports studies to describe a pleasant psychological state that makes it easier to be focused on the activity at hand. As a result, action and awareness are merged. Contrary to expectations,
the results showed that there was no significant relationship between reading negative stereotypes and either flow or worry. Interestingly,
girls who felt more worried, spent less time on the dribbling task.
Negative stereotypes can limit women from achieving their potential and effect participation in sport. This study confirms the results
of previous research by demonstrating that female players are influenced by stereotype threat as early as their teen years, pointing to the
importance of early intervention. Therefore, encouragement and positive messages are important for increasing female participation. As
Johanna Hermann, co-author of the study, recommends: “Don’t stop when you’re stereotyped, stop when you’re done, girls!” .
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I N T E R NAT I O NA L

Tibetan women’s soccer players denied US
visas for Texas tournament

F

ifteen players of a Tibetan women’s
soccer team have been refused
US visas as guests of a Texas tournament, raising questions about
what policy Donald Trump will
take toward the contested region.
The team, Tibet Women’s Soccer, had planned to take part in this spring’s Dallas Cup tournament for young players, and was invited by
organizers to stay with local players in the tradition of several previous diversity programs,
including a Catholic-Protestant team from Ireland and a Muslim-Jewish team from Israel.
On Friday, however, the players were told by
US embassy officials in Delhi that they did not
merit permission to take the 10-day trip.
“What they said is we don’t have strong reasons to go to Dallas,” said Jamyang Chotso, a
team captain. “But I think this is not the reason
for them to reject us. [We] think the reason is
they think we might run away when we reach
there.”
“For a footballer, football is not just a game,”
she added. “Through football I can represent
my country and through football I can inspire
our girls.”
Most of the players were about 18 to 20 years
old, said Cassie Childers, the team’s coach. India does not recognize the players as refugees
from Tibet, she said, but as legal residents of
India; four players are Nepali citizens.
Childers said that the team’s invitation to
the tournament was “a dream come true” for
the players, and their trip to the embassy was
the culmination of weeks of paperwork, international flights and travel around India. Dallas
Cup organizers had helped prepare a schedule of events and training, Childers met with
consular officials in Washington DC, and four
players had tense, inconclusive visa interviews
in Kathmandu for the price of $160 an application.
Finally, the bulk of the team made it to Delhi, taking leave from schools and jobs, for the
embassy interviews. Each one was rejected.

Yangdan Lhamo, one of the players, said she
never thought the US would reject the team.
“USA is one of the most famous countries in
the world, an educated country, but they do so
much to help uneducated people,” she said. “I
feel very upset the USA rejected us.”
Lhamo and Chotso both said they still hoped to play in the US. “We really, really want
to fulfill our dream. I still want to go,” Chotso
said.
Lhamo added: “I still want to play there, because this is our only chance to represent our
country in the greatest country on Earth.”
Childers said the experience left her feeling
“disgusted” and “ashamed of my country”, noting that it cost the team $3,520 – half its yearly
budget – plus travel expenses simply to apply.
“They weren’t trying to immigrate,” she said.
“They were trying to play soccer.”
The state department said it could not comment on individual visa applications, and did
not immediately have a response about the
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White House’s policy toward Tibet, where Beijing quashed an uprising in 1959 and spent decades stifling the growth of Tibetan Buddhism
and movements toward independence.
Barack Obama repeatedly angered Chinese officials by meeting with the Dalai Lama,
whom Beijing has accused of fomenting violence. Trump similarly angered the Chinese
government by having a phone call with the
president of Taiwan, another region of contested sovereignty, though the president later accepted the “One China” policy.
Citing their experiences going into exile,
Childers said that the women and girls on the
team had survived worse tragedies, including
separations from family, childhood journeys
across mountains dressed only in ragged clothing, and growing up in a society dominated
by men. But the rejection for a symbolic soccer
tournament, she said, “is still kind of a tragedy
for Tibet and for these players”.

DEVELOPING SOCCER SKILLS

Good Dribbling Skills
Balance and Control
in two parts

In soccer, it’s important to control and
manipulate the ball. Dribbling well
sets you up for passes and shots. Want
to get better at this fundamental skill?
You can practice a variety of dribbling
techniques with several parts of both
feet. Doing so will help you acquire
better control of the ball and maintain
better movement and balance to move
the ball downfield during a game.

Expert Review By:
Bobby Warshaw
Professional Soccer
Player
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1

Practice dribbling in a field.
Find a long open space where
you can practice sprinting
while using gentle, leading
edge touches. Keep the ball
within a few feet of you rather
than several yards ahead. In an open field,
your gallop should change to more of a run,
since you don’t need as much control of the
ball.
The more your foot touches the ball, the more
control you have over the ball’s movement.
First work on skill, and then work on speed.
Speed will come with repetition dribbling.

2

Practice speed dribbling.
Speed dribbling refers to
moving the ball downfield
with speed and control. For
a proper speed dribbling
technique, your foot should
be slightly turned in at the ankle with the front
of the foot down. This way, the front-outside
of the shoe contacts the ball just above the
middle toe.
This method should lead to contact with
the ball every five to eigth steps. Make the
contact with the ball every five to eight
steps. Make the contacts in your running
stride without having to slow considerably to
contact the ball.

Try your dribbling during a match. If you can dribble past defenders without
really looking at the ball, you will know that you have gotten better.
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3

Dribble in and out through
cones with one foot. Set up
five cones, each roughly three
feet apart, and use one foot
to weave the ball through the
cones. Alternate between the
leading edge of your foot and the inside part
of your instep to pass the ball back and forth
between the cones. Once you reach the end of
the five cones, simply turn around and start back
through them in the opposite direction. You can
do this drill in several bursts such as down and
back three times before taking a break.

4

Practice a crossover drill
through cones with both
feet. This drill requires
the inside instep of both
feet. Pass the ball forward
between the cones with one
foot, and then pass it back with the other foot
while weaving it through the next set of cones.
This side-to-side motion is great practice for
changing direction of the ball on a moment’s
notice.
You don’t necessarily need to make one
single touch with each foot between each set
of cones. You might stop the ball with the
inner part of the foot before using it to pass
the ball back. Keep the ball in control and
practice doing the drill with as much speed
as possible. If you have to look down at the
ball while moving through the cones, keep
working at it so you know where the ball is
without looking.This method should lead
to This This method should lead to contact
with the ball every five to eigth steps. Make
the contact with the ball every five to eight
steps. Make the contacts in your running
stride without having to slow considerably to
contact the ball.
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5

Practice an inside-outside drill
through cones with both feet.
Give the ball some momentum
between the cones with the
inner instep of the foot from
the side you’re starting. If you
start by passing the ball from the left side of the
cones, use the left foot. Then use the leading
edge of the other foot to continue the ball’s
movement through the same set of cones.
Take another step with the first foot without
touching the ball. Then use the inner instep of
the previous leading edge foot to catch the ball.
Start it through the next set of cones.

6

Practice roll-inside drills. Place your foot
on top of the ball, and then roll the ball
between the cones. You should roll at such
an angle that the ball passes in front of the
foot you use to roll when the foot comes
off. You’ll then use the inner instep of the
other foot to catch the ball before using the roll maneuver
again to pass it back.Like the inside-outside drill, take
another step with the original rolling foot between the
inside foot stop and the next roll movement. This allows
you to position yourself correctly.s This method should
lead to contact with the ball every five to eigth steps. Make
the contact with the ball every five to eight steps. Make
the contacts in your running stride without having to slow
considerably to contact the ball.
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7

Practice passing the ball back and forth without cones. You can just as easily practice crossover
skill without cones. Begin by passing the ball between both feet without any forward movement.
Simply use the inner parts of both feet to pass the ball back and forth. Practice this maneuver at
varying speeds and also while introducing forward and backward movement.
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TOPIC

FERCHIC TO QUE VOLOREST, FUGIA
NUM SE DEL ET VIDE NOS SUM JIL

REFEREES

“Call it both ways!!”
“You’re blind!!”
“Blow your whistle!!”
“Open your eyes!!”
“You need glasses!!”

D

o these phrases sound familiar? They probably do if you’re
a referee, or if you’re a parent
trying to enjoy your child’s soccer game on the sidelines.
Contempt and disrespect
towards game officials continues to plague
both sidelines, from disgruntled spectators
who feel that everything is being called against
their team; to screaming coaches who seem to
have a better view from 60 yards away.
Needless to say, there is a very high probability that the majority of these “sideline officials” have never bothered to take a referee
class, or made an attempt to read the Laws of
the Game.
Being a sports referee is not an easy task; it
is something that requires concentration, patience, excellent communication skills, fitness,
and most of all judgement based on the rules
of the sport. It is this judgement that usually
comes under extreme criticism often regardless of the level of competition.
Youth soccer referees arguably have one
of the toughest officiating jobs in comparison
with basketball, football, baseball, or hockey
officials. This is due to the number of players
involved (assuming an 11v11 game), the large
area to cover, the continuous action, and the
split second decisions which are usually correct only 50% of the time based on sideline
remarks.
Given these circumstances, one would
think that both coaches and spectators would
be more understanding when a call is either
missed or judged incorrectly.
Youth soccer leagues all over the country
lose referees, especially young referees, every

year due to harassment and intimidation from
spectators and coaches. Once the shouting and
crude remarks aimed at officials begins from
the sidelines, it is certainly to be followed by
the players on the field.
Referees are not perfect and even though
some may be assigned to officiate a game above
their ability, no one deserves to be verbally or
physically abused. Parents have a responsibility to teach their children the importance of
being respectful to a person in authority, and
in a soccer game, the referee is that person; regardless whether it is a 13-year old or a more
senior person.
It is time for youth soccer leagues all over
the country to take a stand against referee
abuse, especially when the target is a young
official.
I propose that leagues require persistent
offenders (parent or coach), those individuals
who consistently yell at referees, to become
certified and work several games before being
allowed to return to the field as a spectator. Another suggestion is to implement a parent education program that requires parents to attend
a preseason meeting where sideline behavior
is addressed; including a no tolerance policy
towards referee abuse.
One other idea is to have parents officiate
in-house games at the youngest ages where
results really do not matter; this may even encourage them to work more competitive games.
The more parents can see the challenges associated with refereeing, the more understanding they will hopefully be when, as spectators,
a call does not go their way.
Ideas as those mentioned above may not
lead to a large inflow of officials but it might
result in the recruitment of a few new officials
for your league; not to mention the possible removal of a screaming parent from the sideline.
If further encouragement is needed, consider
the following reasons for becoming a referee:
Only job you’ll have where you’re the boss
once you show up.
Better understanding of the game.
If you’re a parent of a child who travels
frequently to out of state tournaments, it is a
magnificent way to cover your travel expenses; including mileage, hotel, and meals. Most
tournaments are always in need of referees and
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are willing to cover some or most of these expenses.
Great way to save for the holidays or a
family vacation if you’re a parent.
Excellent pay for kids and an perfect way to
learn the game from a different perspective
Could your soccer league function without
referees? Probably not!
It is critical for leagues to encourage its
membership to learn all sides of the game.
So next time you reach your boiling point at a
game due to what you consider to be poor officiating, ask yourself the following questions,
“Would I be yelling if my child or other
family member was the referee?”
“Can I do better?”
I would like to say that in most cases, the
answer to the first question is most likely “NO”,
but as we all know, there are always exceptions
to the rule.
If the answer to the second question is
“YES” and you are not currently a certified official, then make sure to register for the next
referee class, purchase the necessary uniforms
and accessories, and become part of the solution.
If the answer is “NO”, then do us all a favor
and just keep your mouth closed.

OFF THE FIELD
Practical Procedures

Run
To referee you should be able to keep up with the play, and that means walking, jogging, and sometimes sprinting. If you are otherwise out of shape, run a mile or two a few times during the week.
You can get fancy and practice running backwards and sideways, as you’ll do a fair bit of that on the field as well.

Get the clothes

You need the uniform to referee: no one believes you without it. You need the official shirt and socks, and passable shorts and shoes.
If you are only going to get one shirt, it will be probably be the default yellow, but see what color is most often used in your league. It
is supposed to contrast with the players. They also come in red, black, blue, and green. To be really spot on, you’ll want all of them so
that you can coordinate (hopefully in advance) with the other two referees. The shirts have a velcro patch over the left pocket where
you affix your referee badge (with the current year on it).
The socks are long black ones with either 3 white stripes across the top or the USSF logo across the calf, and they are usually meant to
fold over at the top.
Plain black shorts work, but the ones made for referees have the big pockets you need to carry around the player passes and coin.
You should wear turf shoes or cleats, and they should be mostly black. White sneakers go as well with a referee uniform as they do
with a business suit.
Keep your shoes clean. Tuck your shirt in. Make sure your socks stay up. Respect starts with the uniform; the better prepared and
dressed you are when you walk on the field the more the teams will honor your game.
www.lawfive.com and www.officialsports.com have all you need, but you’ll probably want to try shoes on at a local sporting goods
store.

Get the equipment

You’ll need Red & Yellow Cards and two flags made for refereeing, and then a watch, a whistle, a pen, a coin, and a water bottle.
The Red & Yellow Cards are specialized. I keep the Yellow in my right front pants pocket, and the Red in my right back pants pocket.
Some refs keep the Yellow in their shirt pocket. Keeping them separate is a good idea -- it’s embarrassing to fumble or to get the wrong
one.
When you’re the center referee you supply the two flags for the ARs to use. These are made for soccer, and the cheap ones seem to
work as well as the fancy ones.
An easy-to-read watch with a stopwatch timer is a good start, but you might move up to sports stopwatch. Prepared referees will wear
two in case one goes out, even though it looks a little funny.
Selecting a whistle is pretty trivial, but there are two things to keep in mind: first, if you are next to another field, you might need a
different sounding whistle to avoid confusing the players. Second, a whistle with a pea in it can jam after lots of (salivating) use. There
are things more embarrassing than having your whistle wimper, but a pea-less whistle doesn’t jam. If you’re like me, you’ll start with
one whistle and eventually work up a collection.
If you’re not used to blowing a whistle, you probably won’t blow it hard enough. Practice once with a friend someplace outside.
There are whistles with neck lanyards, wrist lanyards, and fingerclips. I’ve tried all three (the neck for only half a game), but currently
just hold the whistle in my hand. That allows me to whistle and signal at the same time if needed. I actually attach one of my watches
to the whistle, to get a better grip and an easy view of the time. I also keep a spare whistle in my back pocket.
Get a pen with a clip, not a cap. I keep mine clipped inside my front right pants pocket; some refs like theirs in their shirt pocket. Keep
a backup pen in a different place.
For the coin toss at the beginning of the game the center referee is supposed to bring the coin. Some referees pride themselves in their
choice of coin, but a quarter works well and is easily replaced.

Check your Procedures

Different playing leagues have different procedures, and if you don’t already know how it works in your league, ask someone beforehand:
How long are the halves in the games?

Usually between 25 and 45 minutes, depending on age.

What is the maximum/minimum number of players on the
field?

Usually each team fields 11 players and the game can’t be started or continued with fewer than 7.

When can players be substituted?

Usually at half time, goals, Goal Kicks, own team’s Throw-In,
and at any injury stoppage.

Who brings the game card?

Usually the home team coach.

What makes a player legitimate?

Usually a player pass; sometimes the roster; sometimes both.

Who gets the game card?

Sometimes the winning team, sometimes the home team, and
sometimes you have to mail it in.

Can the game end in a tie?

Some competitions require extra periods or kicks from the
penalty mark to determine a winner.

How do you handle Red Cards?

Most every league has a “24 hour sendoff form” and a well-documented procedure to follow.

Any other funky rules?

Like no slide tackling, or U10’s get two chances to get a Throw-In right, etc.
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“Cest, vit audio
voleseque doluptibus
intusdae. Ut qui blat
qui cus il experum int
autem iustium. Nam
ipsam as conetur
aliquib eribus,
torum fugia nobis
mil maximo berchit
quaecat esciam”

TIME OUT! - HUMOUR FROM THE REFS
There’s a story of a player, after an overlooked infringement at the breakdown, saying under his breath: “Come on ref
are you blind?”
The ref responded angrily: ‘What did you say?”
To which a voice from the other side of the ruck says: “Oh and he’s deaf too!”
by flankertye on Sat 19 Nov 2011, 1:43 pm

My first ever game was a Gwent / Glamorgan border ‘youth’ derby. Having sent 2 players to the
‘bin’ after a scuffle 2 minutes into the game it settled down a passed without real incident until 5
minutes from the end. The game was stopped, for one of the players to get treatment, when a ‘blue’
player came over to me, said he’d been bitten and showed me the teeth marks on his arm. Having
not seen anything I coudnt penalise anyone. However, I called both captains over, explained to
both of them that I hadn’t seen anything, then to ‘Red’ captain that if I did see anyone biting there
would be severe consequences and advised ‘Blue’ captain that I couldn’t take any action and his
team were not to ‘take the law into their own hands’
The game was about to re-start with a line-out, when I then explained to both teams that “Before
2 years ago I was asked to referee a veterans Benetton Treviso team against my own local club. The
captain and one other player spoke enough English to understand me and my Irish accent.
At half time there were loads of penalties and Freddy Puccariello, the Italian who was playing for
Munster at the time and watching this game, came over to me and told me what roll away and
hands off both were in Italian.
However they weren’t exactly true and I found out after the match I’d been telling this vets side “get
the *** out of the way”. I was delighted with the resuilts though - they certainly rolled away
by red_stag on Fri 18 Nov 2011, 4:09 pm

Source: http://www.606v2.com/t18557-friday-boredom-funny-refereeing-stories
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COACHING101
S O C C E R C O A C H I N G T I P S F O R S U P P O R T P L AY
PASSING, TIPS AND ADVICE

W

hen soccer (football) players pass
the ball it is vital to
the team’s success
that they don’t just
pass the ball then
think their job is over. Support play will
help your team keep possession of the
ball and create goal-scoring chances.
Key soccer coaching tip
It’s important in youth soccer (football) coaching to teach skills such as
accuracy, weight and timing of the pass
and timing of the supporting run. Players
must not stand and watch their pass, but
overlap and give the player with the ball
the opportunity to pass it past the defender.
How to set up the soccer drill
•
Mark out an area around 10
metres x 20 metres and start with three
players in this soccer drill.
•
In the first part of the diagram,
attacker A is in possession of the ball.
•
Defender B holds his position
and allows A to pass.
•
Player C makes the overlap, creating the opportunity to pass past the defender.
•
Note: If you are playing offsides
make sure player A has timed the pass so
that C is not beyond B, and in an offside
position, when the ball arrives.
Get your players to read the
defender
B can set off towards C once A has
passed the ball. One of the skills to
pick up is the timing of the pass and
the accuracy.
A has to has to be decisive with
a crisp pass for C. Note that in the
second diagram B is much more
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active.
Advance
the
soccer
(football drill) In the second
soccer drill, player C plays the
ball into A, who has to control,
and pass back into the path
of player C who has run on
to support his pass. Player B
meanwhile has come out of
the corner and must try and
win the ball, so C’s pass must
be sharp, A must control, turn
quickly and get his pass away
to player C’s run. Player C
must then hold off player B’s
challenge
and get past the end line.
Soccer drill’s third phase
The third phase makes a
much more demanding run
from player C – the overlapping
player. The move takes place
like an attacking corner.
Player A takes a short corner to
player B, who controls the ball
and shields it from defender
D. Player A moves away into
the field, while player C
overlaps around the outside of
B who lays the ball off to C in a
dangerous attacking position,
running into the penalty area.
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NUTRITION

recipes

B

eing a member of the Leaside area for over
fifty years, John Morgan’s presence has had
such an important impact on the various
charities, special groups and organizations, it
would be remiss not to mention the seminal
contributions he has also made in the field of
both house and competitive soccer. As a coach, referee,
player, and organizer for all things related to the Leaside
Soccer club, his commitment to both community and the
game itself transcends the spirit that has helped shaped
generations who share a passion and love of the game itself.

jerk chicken with rice and peas
INGREDIENTS

4 chicken thighs, bone in
1 lime, halved
Hot sauce, to serve (optional)
For the jerk marinade
4 spring onions, roughly chopped
thumb-sized piece ginger, roughly chopped
1 garlic clove
½ a small onion
1 scotch bonnet chilli, deseeded if
you want less heat
½ tsp dried thyme, or ½ tbsp
thyme leaves

Juice 1 lime
1 tbsp soy sauce
1 tbsp vegetable oil
1 tbsp brown sugar
½ tbsp ground allspice
For the rice and peas
Basmati rice (100g)
Coconut milk (200ml)
3-4 spring onions, sliced
1 thyme sprig
1 garlic clove, finely chopped
1 tsp ground allspice
Kidney beans (400g), drained

Directions
1 To make the jerk marinade, combine all the ingredients in a
blender along with a teaspoon of salt and blend to a purée
2 Make a few slashes in the chicken thighs and pour the marinade
over the meat, rubbing it into all the crevices
3 Cover and leave to marinate overnight in the fridge
4 Heat the oven to 180C/Gas Mark 4
5 Put the chicken pieces in a roasting tin with the lime halves and
cook for 45 minutes until tender and cooked through
6 Rinse the rice in plenty of cold water, then tip it into a large saucepan with all the remaining ingredients except the kidney beans
7 Season with salt, add 300ml of cold water and set over a high heat
8 Once the rice begins to boil, turn it down to a medium heat, cover
and cook for 10 minutes
9 Add the beans to the rice and cover with a lid
10 Leave off the heat for five minutes until all the liquid is absorbed
11 Squeeze the roasted lime over the chicken and serve with the rice
and peas and some hot sauce if you like it spicy

Directions
1. Mix peanut butter, honey and vanilla extract together well.
2. Add all the rest of the ingredients and mix well.
3. Using a #40 scoop (0.75 oz), pack mixture into the scoop to
create bite-sized pieces.
4. Refrigerate and store in an air-tight container

peanut butter flaxseed power bites
INGREDIENTS

1 cup natural peanut butter
⅔ cup honey
2 teaspoons vanilla extract
2 cups shredded old-fashioned
rolled oats
2 cups shredded unsweetened
coconut
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1 cup ground flaxseed
1 cup mini chocolate chips ½
cup dried cherries

TECHNOLOGY

Apps for Soccer Players and Fans

B

eing a member of the Leaside area for over
fifty years, John Morgan’s presence has had
such an important impact on the various
charities, special groups and organizations, it
would be remiss not to mention the seminal
contributions he has also made in the field of
both house and competitive soccer. As a coach, referee,
player, and organizer for all things related to the Leaside
Soccer club, his commitment to both community and the
game itself transcends the spirit that has helped shaped
generations who share a passion and love of the game itself.

Real Football Brazil 2014
Game: The game you love.
The game you live for! Its
a real, free fantasy simulation and a comprehensive
manager game, all in one
soccer package. The newest
edition of the free soccer simulation is back to
score another win for the
franchise with a whole new
set of moves. Build your
team and run the show on
offense and defense with
new and improved touch
controls. Score touchdowns
by running, passing, and
making big hits on D with
intuitive tap and swipe controls. LEAD YOUR CLUB
TO THE TOP!

This is an interesting
soccer fighting game. The
difference from other
football games is that,
funny football gives up all
the rules and limits of the
traditional football game,
you could fight with others
completely according to
your preference. You could
use you hands, your feets,
or any other parts of your
body to touch the ball, and
touch the opponents. You
can hit your opponents by
fist, legs, head, fliping or
jumping. In here, you may
doubt that there is no earth
gravity, even find that the
ball you play with is not a
football, but a basketball.
In a word, funny football is
such a wonderful game, it
may opens your eyes, but
only you could get fun from
it, it is enough, right? Rules,
constraints, all roll side.

Playing soccer has never
been more exciting than
in the new FIFA Mobile!
Build and manage your
team, go head to head, and
keep coming back for daily
content.
Over 30 leagues, 650 real
teams, and 17,000 real
players make FIFA Mobile
an authentic soccer experience you won’t want to
put down. Score big with
your favorite stars—from
rock-solid defenders to
free-scoring forwards—
and immerse yourself in
the world’s most popular
sport!
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CoachNote is more than
just a fun app to use - it’s a
powerful and useful tool for
creating real sports drills,
strategies and tactics. Not
just for coaches, CoachNote
is great for players, fans and
sports enthusiasts looking
to strategize and share their
sports plays. With this simple yet incredibly versatile
app, you can create, save
and share complex sports
tactics that translate effortlessly into real-life sports
plays.

CLUB NEWS

NE

Qui cuscili ciatqui

(PHOTO)

Títle: A estrum dunt, aut dolorib
ustrum facilliciis es dolescipsum la
nonsequi odipitius.
Writer: Debd Hdofge
Year: 2015

Haruptate ma inim alis aut inventia nos sent repella cernatiatiis ad quos remolup tatiam, cumquidem. Et explabor
sapedi sendestia ditae in repratem. Ut int es des eictemposse
consed explam iunt volut faccaborem lab is unt, animetur?
Qui cuscili ciatqui in pa nusant unt qui od qui te nos eium ut
faccumet desti te odit, occum hillaute pre sum sim aliquis
nusdae sit, esequi occum qui acerci derferr ovites maiorerio
ist, imin rem quiae cum latia volum non rem ne sentius
anditatem eaqui consequi siteceperion et magnimi nctur?
Nam la nam reium dolor samus corem quasitatur, veribus
apeliasi ulluptae. Nitatem. Et eatquaepta dolupis corempo
restrum dunt, aut dolorib ustrum facilliciis es dolescipsum
la nonsequi odipitius as estendignam facepe vel inctorunt
volum, solupta sanimus endi dolupta essequae offictur, sam,
cum raernatur? Quis excepel icidemp orpore netur, sam am
faccus.
Itassum esti tempora turitas vel imus volut re mi, cus in
nusaepero dolorep edisitatiis que natium estempo ratatur?
Idipsam, simintemos dende parciistia consequi res re nos
ipid que qui utemporeptur susapid untiatiunt qui omni tet
aut enienda ecepel mint exerae volutat endiatis eaquo et
quodis sit, is exeriam facest rem doluptaspis autector sum
re nit voloria con reribus evendi officid et harci corio. Nem
nonseceratum aut que cusam ini bea dolorem quis ernat
harum conseque doluptatia paruntur a perrores volupis endipis tiusda digni iusapit option con nulla quiatiam dolum
re liqui delic tectem nulpa et odit rest lantibus.
Andic to volupta nonsendis sit venis enis del invelicia
volorpo rerferci te venihit atquaest dollam, ipicient lationsequid quidus et, nimi, solorem porrovi tatur, saecti
accum voluptatendi sunt et fugit rem aut ommolorepe il

Remembering Jon Pickles
September 23, 2005 It is with sad hearts that we hear of the death of Jon Pickles. Jon was instrumental in restarting our competitive program in 1993.
He continued to run that program
until 2000. Jon was also a coach in our
club from 1990 to 2000. He played on
our TSSL team in 1992 and in our adult
league
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Remembering Brian Churm
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magni nobis dolut istotatem et magnis moditat ionseque
pedis dolorro tem. Ciuntiis il maios sam que simusam, il
is et quo eos sin rectae. Totat dus endaerit, autendae pellit
volupta tendit officiet eum qui archiliquos erum, soluptur
min plique sit rem es sed magnimolor minihictusam que
exeri officiet laut modi am autenim oluptatur, soluptam,
quatusam dollaudae lam de is solorro rporpore con repre
ius, temolorum quatis velestotat dipiendae dent eos ent as
adi dollam que net ipsam, consequ ibeatem porepudion
reheniendem quas exernam rectem inctae. Ut deruptatur
autenihil magnate mporem adis dolor miliberovit ut accae
et qui rectem et fuga. Volenia possunt.
Lenimol uptaeped que odiat as simus magnitaque sequament adit milia eume adiscil ligenit iasimus aperum
acesti tecum qui incture pelesto eliquid exeris es aturibus
dolentibus aut laborib ernamet explignatur, vel idus simus
as eiur?
Olor sit, eum hilicimi, intem apel invel ium volorio. Bea
niminve llacearibus et rerum. Genda sam nullaut quam la
volessite nis non cone omnim neculla boreict iorest faccus
eum es ma quo eius, ipitatur?
Nimus desti ut molupta teserum am exerovit est, sante
is aut es dolupta simpor re volorec erchillupta quae voluptatem fugiatenias et erunt laborendiae sapic te con etus.
Pedit velit, consequas etur? Quis moluptur, simolut mint
que prorest, et audaepr essima isim isitatiur? Eriorep elendit
quam ulpa arumqui te es autem faciis si.

Brian Churm was an amazing
father, grandfather, uncle and
truly incredible support of
Leaside Soccer to all who knew
him, died suddenly on Monday,
February 7, 2011.
Brian Churm brought happy
memories. Remember ‘there is
nothing that can’t be fixed with
a little bit of trim’.

faces of soccer
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It doesn’t matter if you
are a boy or a girl, how
old you are or what
club you play... just
that you love soccer.

